Meeting Notes (email action)
UAS Curriculum Committee
May 1, 2015


Student Learning Outcomes

April 26, 2015:  C. Hay-Jahans (as Natural Sciences representative) moved to pass the SLO’s in the “2 Almost Ready for Publication” folder as acceptable, and move them into the “3 Ready to be Published SLO’s” folder.  A. Jones seconded the motion to send all remaining SLO’s through.

May 1, 2015:  C. Hay-Jahans (as chair) notified committee that he will move all learning outcomes (probably excluding FREN and ASL) into the “Ready for Publication” folder.  He stated all outcomes have both been revised and approved by initiating faculty, or were approved the first time around.  Exceptions include ART, HIM, JUST and WELD.

A detailed account of the status of learning outcomes for lower division courses will be provided in a report to Faculty Senate for the first Senate meeting of AY 2015-16.